Australian has own value of icons of Australian people. You can see and feel Australian values from Australian people. They uphold these values. Distinctly, Australian visions are shown in the poems such as "Wombat", "Waterlily" and "the tailor fisherman". Australian are respect the nature, flora and fauna and landscape.

Which is convey in the "wombat". Douglas Stewart united in the poem: "Ha there, old pig, old ginger..." We maybe we never saw this kind of animal. But we can imagine a image in our brain. I think Douglas Stewart must very love the fauna. Because he can clearly show an animal in our brain. Also He is respect the landscape. He said: "We have the same mother." In Australian People think all the animals are from the same mother—nature called mother nature. Australian are saved the native nature.

In the poem "Waterlily". He said if she looks like an angle. He said the she not it. In fact Waterlily is a kind of flower. It is really beautiful. He also like the flora and respect them. Maybe he think flora, fauna are all from the native nature.

What is clearly show in the poem "the tailor fisherman". They catch a kind of fish. This fish looks like a jelly. The fish name is jellyfish. The fish in the sea can make the blue bubble bubbles. He write the fish very clearly. He like the flora. And the Australian are very saved the nature. They can even see a jellyfish in the sea.

That's my understood Australian visions. They save the nature and respect the native flora, fauna and the landscape.